**Fixture-Integrated Wireless Controls for High Performance, Facility-Wide Lighting Management.** Powered by Adura®, a robust and patented wireless technology, XPoint Wireless embeds controls and distributes decision-making directly into the fixture, creating an intelligent luminaire and enabling superior lighting management.

XPoint Wireless allows users to group and easily configure individual lights or groups to respond to any sensors, wall stations, or neighboring luminaires. And like a traditional fixture, no special training or site preparation is required. Fixtures store individual time schedules and provide optional electrical current measurement and lamp/driver outage reporting to simplify and reduce lighting maintenance. Given this unique approach of distributed intelligence and control, XPoint Wireless is able to operate without an active gateway or repeater, ensuring no single point of failure.

XPoint Wireless solutions can operate as a stand-alone wireless solution or combine with other LC&D products to create a hybrid wired/wireless system. Complete the solution with switching and dimming relay panels, BMS integration, and GX2 floor plan control, monitoring, and analytics software.

---

**For product information & design guides, call 800-345-4448 or visit** [www.lightingcontrols.com/XPointWireless](http://www.lightingcontrols.com/XPointWireless)
XPOINT WIRELESS LIGHT CONTROLLER
The Light Controller makes it cost-effective to wirelessly control individual or groups of fixtures with switching, bi-level step dimming, or 0-10V dimming. Lights are on at the desired level when needed; off when not needed.

XPOINT WIRELESS SENSOR INTERFACE AND SENSORS
The Sensor Interface incorporates occupancy sensors, daylight sensors, and other inputs into the wireless system to provide multiple control strategies in a cost-effective manner.

XPOINT WIRELESS RDT RECEIVER
The RDT Receiver enables xCella Wireless sensors and wall stations to join an XPoint Wireless lighting control system providing both flexible zoning and device placement.

Fully Integrated Fixtures
XPoint Wireless sensors and controls can be factory installed into a variety of Acuity fixtures. Built-in wireless networking capability produces the highest level of control and savings.